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0. In trduc tion 
The classical theory of group extensions, due to Eilenberg and MacL,ane [ 31, 
shm that extensions of a group.G.by an abelian subgroup may be characterized in 
terms of the homological dgebra of the category of Crmodules. Early attempts [6, 
121 to treat in analogous fashion extensions of topolcqgical groups led to the under- 
standing only of special cases. A more complete arlalysis of this situation will be 
found below; the same results were obtained independently by G. Segal (unpublished). 
A rather different treatment of extensions of locally compact opological groups was 
given by Moore ( 111; the connections between Moore’s approach and the one taken 
here remain somewhat obscure. 
It is characteristic of the present method that the notion of an extension of topo- 
logical groups must be defined with some care: topological conditions on the operation 
by translations of the subgroup on the extension, e.g. that it be a principal-bundle 
action, must be imposed in order to obtain a coherent connection between the alge- 
braic and the topological structures. 
This observation, and the considerations to which it leads, prove to be fruitful in 
a variety of other cases as well. In view of this proliferation it seems to be appropri- 
ate to introduce an abstract notion of group extensions, with an attendant classifica- 
tion of such extensions, of which these several cases may be shown to be examples. 
We begin then in Part I with the notion of a bundle theory in an abstract category. 
A category in general may support several bundle theories, just as, for example, an 
additive category may support several relative abelian structures. Corresponding to 
each bundle theory is a notion of group extension. Further, if G is a group in the 
category, the category of G-modules derives from each bundle theory a relative abe- 
lian structure. In the presence of an effacement condition, the extensions ofC.are 
described in terms of the homological algebra of these relative abelian categories. 
* This paper ~8s in part supported by N.S.F. Grant No. GP 9444. 
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This necessi ta tcs a moderately heavy apparatus of category theory. Accordingly 
we supply, preceding Part 1, a brier” rehearsal of some terminology and elementary 
facts, for the convenience of the non-specialist reader. 
The theory of principal fibre bundle over topological spaces, as developed by 
Stcenrod 1141 9 can be generalized to furnish bundle theories in categories provided 
with Crothendicck topologies. Part if is devoted to this generalization, which ac- 
counts for almost all interesting bundle theories, as well as to the examples of topo- 
logical and simplicial groups, These exhibit the fact that the effacement condition 
tends to he rather deep: for topological groups it involves the existence of classify- 
ing spaces, in the form introdueed by Steenrod [ 151, following Milnor [9] and 
Milgram [8). 
In Part Ill. we discuss extensions of Hopf algebras, according to the principles de- 
veloped in Parts 1 and II. For our present purposes Hopf algebras are groups in the 
category of commutative coalgebras over a field, so that this is indeed a problem 
concerning roup extensions. A certain amount of algebraic technique is needed for 
this discussion, much of it scattered through the literature (cf. especially 14, 5, 10, 
t 61 ).For the convenience of the reader, we have collected it in outline form below, 
with occasional indications of proof. The conclusion is, of course, that extensions 
of Hopf algebras conform to the general pattern of characterization by homoiogical 
methods (cf. in this connection Gugenheim (5 1 and Singer f 131, with somewhat dif- 
ferent hypotheses and conclusions). Once more, the effacement condition is seen to 
be non trivial, requiring apparently anovel argument for its proof. 
‘1. Categorical prelimins;k 
E 
Our conventions are in general those of Ma&me f 71. except for the use of udjoinnt 
and coadj&t functar for his right and rtry’ adjoint. 
A full subcategory isreplete if every object in the larger category which is iso- 
morphic to one in the subcategory isitself in the subcategory. A functor itf represen- 
tative if each object in the target category is isomorphic to one in the image. 
We recall in abbreviated fashion the following notions (see (7) for careful defmi- 
tions 1: 
A functor F: A -+ 6 prestwes &nits if, D being a diagram in A with limit L, /‘X 
is a limit of FD. If, whenever D is a diagram in A and 1; a candidate for a limit of D 
such that FL is a limit of !D, then L is a limit of D, we say that F reflects limits, 
Finally, if whenever FD has a limit L’ in 8, then I) has a limit L in A with FL, iso= 
morphic (as a limit) to L’, we say that F creates limits. These notions are extended 
in the obvious way to colimits, and by analogy to other appropriate notions, e.g. iso- 
morphisms. 
IfA is an object of the category A, we write ([A, A) for the “comma” category of 
morphisms in A with domain A ; a morphism in (A, A j is a commutative diagram 
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Notice that the forgetful functor (A, A) + A, taking A + B to R, is faithful and pre- 
serves, reflects and creates limits. The category (A, A) is defined dually. 
If 
is a pullback diagram in A, we shall write h = g*j; k =j’*g and, allowing some harm- 
less ambigurty, D = g*B = f *C. Then f * is a functor defined on a full subcategory of
(A, A)withv a 1 ues in (A, B). It is a partial adjoin t to the functor (A- :D + B) 
++ (f’k : I) + A). If f * IS det”rned on all of (A, A), we say that fis transportable. If 
further f * preserves colimits, we say that fis c~jluf. 
A category C is carfesian dosed if it has finite products and, for each X f C, the 
functor -X X: C --+ C has an adjnint. if we denote this adjoint by [X,-1, then [-,-I 
becomes abifunctor C 3p X C + C, sometimes called the “internal horn” functor. 
The weaker condition, that it have finite products and that all the functors -X X 
preserve colimits, will occur below. We shall indicate its presence by the ad hoc de- 
vice of saying that C is pruc~rttsiu~. 
C being a category with finite products (including a terminal object 1 j the cate- 
gories Man(C) 3 Gr(C) 3 Ah(C) of monoids, groups and abelian groups in C are de- 
fined in the familiar way. A rnanoid in C, for example, is an object M provided with 
structure-morphisms M X M + N *- l satisfying the usual conditions. In each ease 
the forgetful functor to C reflects and creates limits, and reflects monomorphisms. 
The category Ah(C) is, of course, additive, though not in general abelian. 
For each G E Gr(C) we write Cu for the category of right G-objects and G-morph- 
isms in C. If y : C + II in Gr(C), the functor r# : CH --+ Cc; preserves the underlying 
C-objects and defines an operation of G via y. Thus (1 + G)* is the forgetful functor 
CG + C and (G + I)# the functor which supplies objects of C with the trivial opera- 
tion by C. Ii is easy to see that (1 + G)* has the coadjoint X + X X G (G operates 
on itself by right translations). In general, the functors yli are faithful. 
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This suggests hat 7ff is likely to have a coadjoint, which is the case under rather 
modest conditions. 
tst C be procartesian and suppose r : G + H in Gr(C). If X E CG’, iet u, u : XXGXH 
*X X Ii be defined, respectively, by the operation of G on X and by the left taans- 
lation of G on H via 7. If u and u have a coequalizer in C we denote it by X X, H. 
This abject inherits a right operation by H from the right translation of N. 
If H = 1, we write also X/G for X Xc H; this is the orbit spuc~ of X. 
I. Bundles and Group Extensions 
21 Bund!e theories 
If C is a procartesian category, abzr&Ze Hre~ry 8 in C is a function which assigns 
to each GE Cr(C) a full replete subcategory 6(C) of CG, whose objects are to be 
called @zt G-bundles CJf' type B, subject o the following conditions: 
(BO) Tf G E Gr(C), then (operating on itself by right translations) G E 6(G). 
(Bt 1 If X E 6(G) and Y-+X in CG‘, then YE B(G). 
(82) If X E 8(C) and X’ E 13/G’), then X X X’ E B(G X G’). 
(B.3) If y : G + H in Cr(C) and r*H c &+_ t%en F B(H) C 8(G). 
(B4) r* : t’$, + Cti has a pz.‘;idi coadjoint T# : B(G) + B(H) which reflects isomorph- 
isms. 
(Be)) If X E B(G), tf,:n (X’ + Xt, * @tIJ’ -+ y&J is a representative functor 
(3(G), Xj + (B(H;, r&), krdr each square 
--X 
i I 
Y%,X’ -- Y"Y#X 
(where the vertical arrows are the junctions) is a pullback. 
From (81) we deduce at once that 8( 1) = C. Also, if X E CG and YE B(GI), then 
X X Y, provided with the diagonal action of G, is in B(G). In particular, for any 
B E C, B X G = ((G + 1 )*S) X G E B(G). The latter are prahct bundles and belong 
to every bundle theory; w$ extend the terminology to any X * SXG in CG. 
From Proposition I .2, t#e see that ‘y# : g(G) + B(H) must be given by 7-X = 
X Xc H, and deduce the following. 
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Proposition 2.1. If 7 : C + H and 7' : G’ + H in G(C), then for X E B(G), X’ E BIG’), 
(7 x yI)# (X x X’) = y$$ x x y’$# x’. 
Product bundles play, of course, a sp& \ role. The following observations are self- 
evident. 
Proposition 2.2. (i) If’C has OH>? bun& theory, then rhe class of product bundles pro- 
vi&s a minimal bundle theory & 
(ii ) if C has equalizers or coequalizers, then the class of product bundles is a bundle 
theocv. 
Now suppose that B is any bundle theory. If X E B(G), then by (BS), 
,r X G =--~----+X 
x q --------.--_, XfC 
is a pullback. We conclude that X is a product bundle if and only if q has a cross sec- 
fion, i.e., a right invYs e. Indeed the following statement holds. 
Proposition 2.3. If X E 8(G), the f’ntlowing sets are in bijective correspondence: 
(i) c”ross se&ons of X + X/G; 
(ii) morphirms X --, G in CG‘ ;
(‘iii) isomclrphisms X * B X G in (CG, X/G). 
For if u : X/G -+ X is a cross sectian, then (uq I$ : X-+X X X factan *&MO@ 
X X G. 
CotolJaty 2.4. If X E B(G) and 7 : G -+ H in Gr(C), then y# X is a product bunde if 
md only ij*C,(X,+W)# 9. 
We shall say that y : G + H is a &effacement of X E B(G) if y#H E NC) and 
r# X is a product bundle. If ‘y is a B-effacement of X for all X E B(G), then y is a 
hffacement. If 8(C) = go(G), we shall say that G is &trivial. 
We shall, below, discuss at length examples of bundle theories. The following ob- 
servations, however, are too elementary to defer. 
?koposition 2.5. The category of sets has exactly one bundle theory (which is 
80). 
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Now suppose 13 is a bundle theory in C and let r be a smaii category. If we write 
(I’, (‘1 for the category of functors IT + C then Cr [ IY Cl = [II Gr(C)1. If G is in this 
c’atcgr)r?/, we define B”(C) C [r, CIG’ to be the full suhcategow of those X such 
that for each /’ E I‘, Xi E 6(G+. 
The vcrifkdtion is immediate if it is observed that each of the evaluation functors 
X -+ Xj preserves, and that they jointly reflect and create both limits and colimits. 
Thus, Lx example, we get. a bundle theory in the category of simplicial sets pro- 
duced in this fashion; this is of course the familiar bundle theory in that category. 
3. F:ibred subgroups and quotient groups 
We suppt~ C to be a category with a bundle theory 6. if T : G -+ H HI G(C) and 
,W E 8(G). then H/C is called the tig&-cme~ spm of M moduio G’; it is pointed 
by the composition I + Cf -+ if/G, where I --, H IS the unit of M. By (BYC) the square 
is a puiiback. Thus y is the kernel of H + H/G’. We shall say, accordingly. that G is 3 
fibred subgrmp of M (rciativc to RI 
Any group acts on I ’t;sii by cmzjugatiurz, viz. the composi t un c of 
kX” 
ti x H _-_______L---3 
(I ‘x’ 1&T x 1~ 
HXHXH--------- -+HXHXH-L-----4f. 
where A is the diagonal, t the ~:LII~ inverse, 7’ the transposition and p the threefold 
multipiicatiox This is an action by group automorphisms; more precisely, it gives to 
ff tic structure of an object of Cr(C& 
A fibred subgroup G of H is rior& if there is a (necessarily unique) operation of 
H on G such that 
commutes. If so, then cp gives to G the structure of a Gr(CH) object. 
c HXH---------+H 
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Proposition 3.1. If’G is u rtwmui jibwd subgroup u,fH, then there is a unique grotrp 
strwturr, ON H/C such that q : M -+ HjG is a h~)mortlorpitism. This makes q the CO- 
kemd ir;t Gr(C) of G -+ H, which is in turn the kc-me1 offs. 
For NW is a G XC; bundle by (BL j and the composition HXH f-+ H -+ H/G, where 
~1 is the multiplication and H,/G has the trivial G-action, lies in CGxG. But by Propo- 
sition 2. I, (H XH)/(G XC;) = H/G XH/G. The resulting morphism H/GXHI(; + H/G 
is easily seen to bc a group multiplication. H/C is of course the quotient group of H 
module G. 
The case we shall consider in talking about group extensions i  that in which the 
subgroup is abclian. 
Fur A XG is an A-bundle with respect o the right translation in G, and the conjuga- 
tii>n A XG’ -+ A OS in Cj when the target is given the trivial operation. 
Clearly this makes I4 an object of Ab(C,,/, ), t:re category of G/A-mu&&s. 
4, Croup extensions 
By a gnzup extcrrs~~~n f Ff G bv A, relative to a bundle theory 6 in C. we mean a 
diogrrim A -+ E --* G in Gr(C) in which A is an abelian normal fibred subgroup of E 
(relative to 8) and E + G is the corresponding quotient group. 
If also A -+ E’ * G is Al group ex t wsion w.i there is a homomorphism f : E - E' 
such that I 
commutes, then f is an isomorphism by (84). Thus the existence of such an f is an 
eyuivalencc relation. 
As we have seen above, if A =+ E 3 G is an extension, then A has the structure of 
a G-module, i.e., lies in Ab(CG). 
WC shall need, in order to go forward, a set-theorelic ondition on extensions: 
(SI:) FLU any G E [k(C) and n E Ab(&; ), there is a set of extensions of G by A such 
that any extension is equivalent to one in the set. 
This is cfcorly a consequence of the following condition on bundles: 
(93) For asly 8 E C and ICE G(C), there is a subset of &Ip) such that any X E B(H) 
with X/H * B is i.,rlmorphic to one in the set. 
Beyond remarking that these conditions are obviously satisfied in all the examples we 
~onsid.‘r In this paper, wee shall not mention them again, but shall continue to suppose 
that they hold. 
Thus if G E Gr(C) and A E Ab(C(; ), we may define the set &,4 of cquivrilence 
clssses of extensions of G by A (relative to the bundle theory 8). 
if A E Ab(&) X:A XG -+A is the operation, we may define a multiplication 
in GXn by the composition 
GXAXGXA --------+ G X G X A XA I------+ G XA, 
where the ftirst morphism is 1, X (prt- X) X 1, and the second is the product of the 
two multipticstions. 
lamma 4.1 l A --------3 G X A -~~:----+ G is pn ex ttmiirrr of G by A. 
This scrnitli~ect prmiuct, which WC denote by G*n, gives &A the structure of a 
pointed set. 
If f : ‘4 -+ St’ is a morr+?z,rl or Gmadu~es, a map Ed : EGA + &A’ is defmed by 
where ffi k’ has a group structure as the quotient group of A -‘EJLEXA’. 
kma 4.2. EC; is a ftirtctcwfbm Ab(Cc) ro pointed sets 
We shall see, however, that it has a richer structure than this. For suppose 
A-,E~GandA’~E’~Gareextensions,ThenalsoAXA’3EX~~-,GXGisan 
extension, as is also A XA ’ -+ A*(E XE’) -+ G, where A is the diagonal of G. This 
construction provides an inverse for the canonical map E&4 XA’) + E,;A X &A’. 
Thus f, preserves products, and we have the following result. 
Proposition 4.3. EC; is an additive functor Ab(&) + Ab. 
E(+ is the Baer group of extensions. 
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We shall need below criteria for recognizing when an extension A F-+ E -)-, G re- 
presents the O-element of EGA, that is, is isomorphic to the semidirect product. By 
a classed hclmanrurphism ip : G +A we mean a morphism in C such that 
commutes, where 8 is the operation of G on A. 
Proposition 4.4. If A -% E -.fL, G is an cxterrsion, then the fXlowing are equivaienl: 
(i) A + IT 3 (3 represents he O-element of &A ; 
(ii) dten, is a h(momorphism u : G -+ E such that ya = 1 u ; 
(iii ) there is a crossed homomnrphism 9 :E + A such that qm = 1, . 
The argument is straightforward (cf. Proposition 2.3). 
Corollary 4.5. lf f : A + A ’ ilr Ab( CG 1, then A + E + C is in the kernel of EGf if and 
ON& iI there is a crossed homomorphism Q : E + A' such that +Q = f. 
5. Some dative homological algebra 
We outline here, without proofs, which would foliow the standard patterns, a
fragment of relative homological algebra to be used in r,omputing the functors & 
defmed above, 
If A is an additive category, aweak relative abelian stnrcture is given by a class 
of morphisms, called proper munomorphisms, closed under isornorphism and satis- 
fying the following conditions: 
(AO) For all A E A, 0 + A and 1, are proper monomorphisms. 
(Al) If a and b are proper monomorphisms, then so also is a B 6. 
(AZ) If a is a proper monomorphism, it has a cokernel, coker a, and a = ker(coker a). 
At this point, we may define the proper epn’msrphisms as the cokernels of the 
proper monomorphisms. Either class determines the other, and the conditions. so 
far, are self-dual. We add the following axiom. 
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(A!) If a : A + B is a proper epimorphism and f: C --* B, then the pullback f *u $54 +C 
exists and is a proper epimorphism. 
To preserve iself-duality, we require also the dual (A3)*. 
Given a weak relative abelian structure in A. we say that a sequence 0 -+A’ +A 
-* A” -+ 0 is a proper short exact sequence (s.e.s.) if A ’ + A is a proper monomorph- 
ism and A + A” is its cokernel. A sequence 0 -+ A’ + JI 1 --+ . .. 3 A, + A" + 0 is pro- 
pw exact of length n if it is formed by juxtaposing proper s.e.s.‘s 0 + A' -+ At + B, 
-+O , . . . . O-+B,,__, +A, -d-+0. 
In these circumstances, we define the notion of right wtelfite of an additive func- 
torF:A-+Ab If,&A,weset 
(5.1) WW = colim FA” = colim cokcr (FA --* F/l “). 
where the colimits are computed over the category of proper s.e.s.‘s 0 + A’ -+ A 
+ A” -+ 0, with morphisms ( l,a, L f “) of diagrams. This index category is not in 
general srnal. Thus (R&I is a priori a Iarge group. i.e., a group structure on a class, 
which may be proper. If for all A ‘, (RF> A’ is a set, then RF is an additive functor 
A --* Ab. 
In any case, the elements of (RF)4 ’ have representatives (0 + A’ + A -+ A” + 0,x), 
where 0 + A’ -+ .4 -+ A” + 0 is a proper S.C.S. and x f /?A”. These are identified mo- 
dulo the equivalence r lation generated by (0 + A’ + B + B” + 0, (Ffix) - (0 4 A’ 
+ A -+ A ” -+ 0, x ) for ( iA*, fi 1’“) a morphism of the s&s. 
Even though RFis not in general afunctor, we may nevertheless observe that if 
f. A’ --+ B’. then 
detines a group homomorphism (RF)f: (RF)A’ + (RF)B’, that (RF)(gf) = 
[(RF)gj [(RF)_/1 9and that the homomorphism (RF) (A’ @ B’) 4 ((RF)A’J &t [(RfQB’] 
derived from the projections is an isomorphism. 
In particular, we may define Extt(d”, A’)= [R[A(A”,-)I )A’ and, subject o the 
obvious et-theoretic conditions, ExP(A”, d') = [R [ ExPt (A “, - )]A’. Following 
Yoneda”s well-known argument, we see that ExP(A”, A') may be identified with 
tht equivalence classes of proper s.e.s.‘s 0 -+ A’ + A, + . . . + A,, + A” + 0 under the 
equivalence relation generated by the existence of diagram rnorphisms ( 1,‘. f;, . . . . 
&. t/t+ 
An object X of A is a da& injective if A(- , X’) takes proper s.e.s.‘s into s.e.s.‘s 
of abelian groups; projectives are defined dually. A has qzough injectives if there is, 
fi)r any A E A, a proper monomorphism A + X with X a relative injec tive. If this is 
the case, the computation of derived functors by injective resolutions proceeds in 
the standard fashion; in particular, no set-theoretic questions arise. 
Let us now return to the situation of Sections 3 and 4. We suppose C to be a cate- 
gory provided with a bundle theory 8. For G E Gr(C), we shall say that a morphism 
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A : A’ --*A in the additive category Ab(C,;) is a proper monomorphism relative to 
6 if, regarded as a morphism in Gr(C), it makes A’ a fibred subgroup of.4. 
Proposition 5.1. The class of proper rtl~)rrcrm~rphisms relative to 6 gives Ab( CG ) a 
weak rehtiw abelian slntctuw. 
The verification is strsi tforward. For example, (A I ) follows from (B2) and (AZ) 
from Proposition 3. I. Axiom (A3) follows from (BS) and its dual from (84). More- 
over, Extt(,4”, A’) * e,4’, where A’ has the trivial operation. Thus Extl(A”, ~4’) 
is a set and Extt : A"p X A + Ab a functor. 
6. Transduction 
C;r(C) and A E Ab(C, ). then the crossed homomorphisms 9 : C -+ ,4 con- 
stitute a subgroup of the abehan group C(G, A ) and thus define a subfunctor 
Z : Ab(CG) + Ab of C(C, - ). If B is a bundle theory in C and Ab(Cc) is supplied 
with the corresponding relative structure, we shall define homomorphisms 
(RZ)A + ~~-,+I, forA E Ab(CG), which we shall refer to as transduction. 
If 0 + A + B - C --, 0 is a proper s.e.s. and 9 : G 3 C is a crossed homomorphism, 
then s*B is a priWpal A-bundle with projection @b : s*S + G onto its orbit space. 
As a pullback q*B is canonically imbedded in G XR which ooiilcides, ;fs a C-object, 
with G+B. 
bma 6. I. There exists a unique nm. .plicatiun in $93 such that rp*B + G*B is a 
homomorphism. With respect to this ntuttiptication, A + q*B + G is a group extension. 
‘This is just an exercise in the definition of pullbacks. 
Now suppose that ( I,, B + 8’, f: C+ C’) is a morphism into the proper s.e.s. 
0 + A + B’ + C’ + 0. Then 9*B + (J$)*B’ is by (B4) an equivalence of group exten- 
sions. Thus (0 + A + B + C + 0.9) H (A +9*B + G) defines a map qA : (RZ)A 
+ EGA. While we cannot yet assert he existence of a natural transformation *, the 
conditions expressing naturality are neverthiless satisfied: if a : A -+ A’ in Ab(C& 
then 
(Rm I I EGa 
(RZ)A’ *” -+ EGA’ 
commutes. For if (0 + A + B + C+ 0, +o) represents an element of (RZ)A , then, 
under the twocompositions, A goes into (A’ -*a&B *, G) and (A’ -+@a@ + C). 
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But the morphism a,g*B * (p*a,b gives an equivalence of these extensions. More- 
over, commutativity clearly holds in 
I 
*A” *A 
I 
(RZ)A @a (RZ)A -----..---..-..--.+ E<;A 6, E<.A . t 
we may thus conclude, by a standard argument, that qA is a homomorphism. 
Suppose 0 -+ A --, H L C + 0 is proper exact, ~JT E XI’ and 
*A (0 -+ A --* &I --, c + O.& = 0. Then there is a giOUp homom;frhism u : G + #‘B 
such that (@b) II = 1 c. The composition G -‘* $*B --, G’ + B -B is a crossed 
homorn~~rphism 7 such that br = u. In Ab(&$ we may construct the commutative 
diagram 
0-4.4-A --+O 
1 
I 
i T T 
O--+,4 --+b+R+ R--+0 
4 
i 1 b + 
o--+,4 ---+ B --+c--+o, 
and concfude that (0 -+ A -+ B -* C --) 0.9) represents he same lement as 
(O--*A-cb*B-,R-+0,I)andhertceas(O-,A~A +O+O,O)in(‘RZ)A. 
What remains to be found is a cnte?rion for the surjectivity of qA. By an E-effwe= 
mertt of an element x of EGA (or of an extension of G by A ) we mean a proper mo- 
nomorphism f: A -+ A’ in Ab(CG) such that ( &#)x = 0. If EG’f= 0, then fis an E- 
effacement ofA. 
Theorem 6.3 (Transduction Theorem). If evtw elemew of EGA has an &effacement, ” 
then @A : (RZ)A -+ EGA is an isamurphism. 
In view of Proposition 6.2, all we need to show is that an extension with an effa- 
cement is ilt the image of the transduction. Suppose the extension A -“I* E L G is 
effaced by *hi proper monomorphism u, which appears in the proper s.e.s. 
0 -+ A 2 B --+ C + 0. Then by Corollary 4.5 there is a crossed homomorphism 
9 : E + B with cprr = a. Thus bq = $7, where ii/ : G + C is a crossed homomorphism 
once more. Clearly, (0 + A + B --* C + 0, $I) t-* (A -+ E -+ G) under the transduction. 
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7. C-split extensions 
We have seen above (Proposition 2.2) that under very mild conditions the product 
bun&s in a category C constitute a bundle theory 6O. Even without this restriction, 
supposing only that C has finite products, we may construct in an obvious way a 
theL)ry of C-split g~zcp ~WHWOMS, i.e., diagram A 24 I:’ -% C in Cr( C) such that for 
sotneo:G-+EinC,~cr= I(; and the composition G XA -@% EXE --+ li’ is an 
isomorphism in CA . To classify these, we go back to the original argument of Eilen- 
berg and MacLane, which we may paraphrase in the following way. In CC;, a simpli- 
cial object X is defined as 
d0 
where the face operations are the projections omitting one term. If A E Ab(cc ), then 
C&Y, A ) is a cosimpiicial abelian group, which becomes acocham complex by intro- 
ducing into the underlying raded abclian group the derivation Sf= Xi(- 1 )‘f;tii. Its 
homology is ,ff*(G; A ). the C-split c*~homdogv of G with coefficients A. 
The proof is entirely classical. The principal point IS that if u : C -+E, 70 = l,, then 
the deviation of u front being a homomorphism isof the fornt M, where T : GXG + A 
corresponds under C(GXG, A) * &-$XGXG, A) t;, a 2-cocycle of c&Y, A). 
We now consider the case in which C is oartcsian closed. Most of the examples to 
be considered below belong to this cease. 
LAmma 7.2. If* C is’cartesiao clost*cf urtci G r c Gr(C), then the jLygHfu1 functors 
CC; --+ C, Ab(C,$ + Ab(Cj have ad)‘cGrrts. 
In either case the adjoint is provided by [G, - 1, where [G, X] is given a C@tructure 
by the multiplication p of 6; via the isomorphisms 
~~x~Ec([G,X~,[I~XG,X))~C~[G,X],~C,[G.X]j)~c~[G.X1~G,~G~X1). 
fmma 7.3.~Foruny A E Ah(C) and q > 0, ole4(G; [G. A]) = 0. 
By Lemma 7.2, CG‘(X, [G, A]) may be identified with C(X, A). But as a simplicial 
C-object X is contractible, the contraction being given by the morphisms 
This gives us as a corollary effaceability for C-split extensions. 
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Proposition 7.4. Let C 5e curtesiun ck3sed, and suppose it has either equalizers or co- 
equah’zers. 7Ren, with respect o any bundle theory on C, all C-split extensions arc 
E-effbcenble. 
For if A E Ab(CC ), then the junction A + [G, A] is split by evaluation 
at the unit u : t -+ G of G. Our hypotheses imply, using (AO), (Al), that A + (C, A) 
is a proper monomorphism with respect o any relative structure on Ab(& ). 
8. On RZ 
tf C is a procartesian category whose terminal object 1 has a countablj Infinite 
copawer, then for any X E CI X X II,, 1 is a countabty infinite copower of X. Moru- 
over, II, 1 has the structure of an abelian group in c, the multiplication 
(LI,lj x (u,l)=llR*l -1+lI,*l - 
being given by p inj, 111 =inj,,+m. Furthermore, for any A E Ah(C), Ab(Cj(lJ, I. A) 
* C( t , A ). We shall aHow ourselves to signal the analogy wit) the case “C = category 
of sets” by writing 2~ or even 2 for 11,l. 
Now suppose G E Cr(C) and A E Ab(C(;). If q ; G + A is 2 crossed huwnwrphism. 
wo may introduce an Ab(&) structure oil A @ 2 E Ah(C) in the following way. Such 
a structure is given by a morphism 8 : AXZXG *A X2. Su: A XZXG * 11,A XG, 
l 4 X.2 a II, ~4. We set 0 inj, = inj,,(p + J .I pi;), where 3 * .-I XC + A is the operation of 
Con A. lfwe writeA fh rnf resulting G-module, then 0 --+ A -+ A _ --* 2 --* 0 is a 
proper s.e.s. in Ab(Cc;j for any of the relative structures introduced’above. since in 
Ah(C) it is split exact. 
Furthermore, we may defme a homomorphism C( 1, A) : Ab(C)(Z, A) -+ 54 by 
taking t : I + A to the composition 
G= IXG 
tx 1t; P Pq 
__-+ A XG ___. -._-..__.___, A . 
The image is the group Z 0A of prin@& crossed homomorphisms; EO is a sub func t or 
of=. 
Lemma 8-P. O-+d -+A, 3 2 --) 0 splits in Ab(Cc; ) if and on&y if ‘9 is (I principui cross- 
ed homomorphism. 
It follows that Z# /3d classifies those s.e.s.‘s 0 -* A + B -+ 2 + 0 in Ab( &) which 
are split in Ah(C). 
If C is supplied with a bundle theory and Ah(C), Ab(&) with the corresponding 
relative ahelian structures, then q -+ (0 -+ A -+ A, 3 Z + 0) is an injective map 
z4/Z ,.4 -+ Extt(Z. A). We may ~imilsrly define a map (RZ)A -+ Ext2(Z, A) by 
sending (0 + A +B-+C-+O,g)intoO-+A +B-+C, -*Z-+0. 
The proof is straightforward. 
We shall see below that in some of our examples, notably the topological ones, 
the condition that 2 be projective is satisfied. In others, however. e.g. that of co- 
algebras over a Geld which is not algebraically closed. it fails. 
. 
II. Steenrod Bundle Theories 
9. T’opdogies and bundle theories 
We rwail (cf. 111) that a p~rc~~~luglv P in a category C is a family of diagrams 
igj : Bj -+ B,i called CYII*(P~~N~S such that 
(i) for all B E C, (1 B) is a coverir~g; 
(il) if {g, : Bi -+ ll) is a covering, then all qj are transportable and, if f : C* B, 
the11 cI‘c+oj : f vi, =+ 6) is a c’clvering; 
(iii)if fQj : He 
I 
-+ B) and, for each j, {qjk : Ii?& + LQ} are coverings, then so is 
@$jk : Bjk + B l 
A preorder among the pretopologies in c is given by setting P < P’ if for any 
covering fQj 1 f3j + H} belonging to P there are families of morphisms (&ik : Bjk + si> 
such that { Q~ +k : Bjk + B} belongs to I? Th? equivalence classes of pretopologies 
under the equivalence relation P G P’ ltre called topologies (or Grotherldkck top&- 
gills) in C. 
If (ppi :Bj + B) is a covering and J is a nonempty finite subset of the set of indices, 
then by (ii) the limit BJ of the subdiagram {qj : Bi -+ Bi-j EJ} exists and J * BJ is a 
functor on the ordered set of such subsets: if J C I, we have $J : B, + BJ. if B is the 
colimit of this functor the covering is effective. A pretopology is effective if all the 
coverings belonging to it are effective. 
We shall also say that a covering (qj) is coflat if each si is, and that a pretopology 
is cofZat if each covering belonging to it is coflat. 
Now suppose that C is finitely complete, finitely cocomplcte, and procartesian. 
and that P is an effective coflat pretopology in C. If,C.F- Gr(C), we define BP(G) to be 
the full subcategory of Cc; containing those X such that for some covering 
{$ : Bi + X/G) belonging to P each q,%Y is a product bundle. We shall say that such 
a covering splifs X. 
Ropmition 9.1. 1Jr is a burrdk rkwy 
Axiom (BO) is trivially verified for &; (81’) follows at once from (ii); (K?) is 
equally obvious. 
As for (B3), our initial observation ailows us to reduce it to the foilowmg state- 
incnt : if 7 :)(I; + if, r*HE l&(G) and B E C, then RXW E CC;. l3ut if {q : Cj -4/c.;‘) 
splits .H, then { 1, X~J~ : SXC, + BXH/G)splits HXII. 
Under the hypotheses tif (83) we have. C being finitely cockmpietc, acoadjoint 
7s : cc; -+ c/, to y j? Now if X E l&(C) is split by a covering {q : lSj -+ X/G), then 
qy,x = y#&x = y*(s,XC) = B,.XM, 
I 
since each $7 preserves finite colimits. Thus the same covering splits 7,X artd T* 
takes B(G) into &If). Moreover. if 9 : A’ -, X/“C is the ~:anonizal morphlrm, then 
!q*~~ : q*Bj -+ A’) is a covering m P and is accordingly cfftctlve, Thus the statement 
that ytt reflects isomorphisms i reduced to the case cf product bundles, where it is 
obvious. 
Axiom (BS) is similarly reduced to the corresponding statement t;lr product bund- 
PCS. 
This is an immediate consequence of the definitions. It imphes that the bundle 
theory 6~ depends only on the topology. 
Thus to any topology containing an effective ctrflat pretopology is associated a 
bundle theory, which we shall t*f .::;;;. __ L-Z its Stcwmd bumik thewy. 
10. Transition hrnc tkms 
We develop here, foilowing the pattern of [ 141, a fragment of the theory of 
Steenrod bundles, part of which will be needed below. 
Let q : X + X/G = B be a Steenrod G-bundle relative to 3 prctopology Pin c. If 
C+j : B’ -P B) is a covering and x’ = ~*13j, thert {q*q : Xj + Xl is also a covering. If
(si) splits X, then by Proposition 2.3 there are morphisms p,- : Xi -+ G in CG. 
For any pair j, k of indices, the morphism 
iS clearly invariant with respect o the operation Of G on xik and thUS factors t.hr~Ugh 
a morphism rjk : xjk /c = Bik + G. The ?jk are called transition function for the 
bundle X relative to the covering ipi}. It is easy to see that for any triple i, i, k of 
indices the following equation holds: 
If X and X’ are bundles with the same orbit space B, we say that they are equivu- 
lent if there is an f: X -+ X’ in CG with f/G = 1,. Such an f’must of course be an iso- 
morphism. 
Lemma 10.1. Lt?t i$) 1 Bj + B)be a covet&g splitting both X and X’ and suppose 
17iA_ f and {$k ) clre families of transition funcrions for X and X’ relative to this cover- 
ing. Then X and x’ we equivaknt ifattd nn& if there are morphisms 0j : B” + G such 
that j%r all j9 k, T;~ = (UjBjk) g#Ik B”kk I-‘. 
The following assertion is included for reference only; we leave the interpretation 
of “sufkientiy CIK‘omplete” to the reader. 
Lemma 10.2. If (qj : Bj -+ 8) is a wvering and irik : B+k -+ G) a family of mophisms 
satisfyipjg f IQ. 11, then, if C is sufjkien~1.v cocumplete, there is P G-bundle X with orbit 
spruce B huving (rjk 1 as 4 family of transition functions. 
The proof of Lemma 10.1 is entirely classical if it is recalled that the covering 
{Xi -9 X) is effective. For Lemma 10.2, we may construct X as the coequalizer of 
9,9 : IIV,k+$k XG + lli f$XG, where tb injV,kI = injIQ3/k X 1, j and q inju,k) is the 
composition 
We remark parenthetically that Lemmas 10.1 and 10.2 assert hat zhe equivalence 
classes of G-bundles with orbit space B are in bijective correspondence with the Idi- 
mensional tech cohomology of S with coefficients in the representable sheaf deter- 
mined by G. 
If r : G -+ If in Cr( C), the functor ye : BP(C) + BP(H) is described by the follow- 
ing lemma. 
Lemma 10.3. If* (rik ) js u family qf ttunsrtiun functions for u G-bundle X, then {vik ) 
is 4 fami!v of transition functicms ,fur r#X. . 
In conjunction with Lemma 1O.I_ this allows us to characterize those 7 for which 
r# X is a product bundle. If C is Cartesian closed, we can prove the following result. 
Reposition 10.4. If 7 : C -+ t1 in Gr(C) and, far any X E BP(G), y#X is u product 
bundIe, then, for any C E C, [C, r] : [C, G) -+ [C, H] has the same property. 
suppose (rjk : Bjk --* [C, Cl ] is a family of transition functions. These correspond 
under adjointness to a family Fjk : Bjk XC + G) of transition functions. By Lemmas 
IO. I and 10.3 there are rj : f!$ XC -+ H such that 
Under adjointness, these rj give ($ : B,- + [c, !f] with r?jk = ($4k ) &rJ,” i-’ . 
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Cordlary IO.5 IfBy(G) = go(G), then also &[C, Gj = 8Q( [C. 131). 
11. Topdogical examples 
: 
The category T c$’ compactly generated Hausdorff spaces is complete, cocomplete 
and Cartesian close&. In it, one may introduce a variety of effective coflat Grothen- 
die& topologies. W,e mention three of these by way of example, giving in each case 
an appropriate pretoprrlogy P: 
(ib P-coverings consist Of all {pi : f3i -+ B), where the si are the inclusions of an 
open covering of B, 
(ii) fkoverings correspond similarly to nunreraible open coverings, i.e., locally 
finite coverings ubordinate to a partition of unity. 
(iii) P-coverings correspond to finite open coverings. 
To each of these.6 associated a Steenrod bun& theory and the theory of group ex- 
tensions. in the *second case, we can prove an appropriate result on effacements and 
thus, usit~ The&em 6.3, arrive at a classification theorem. 
We shall write purn and Enurn for respectively the bundle theory and extension 
functor associated with numerable open coverings in T. The Ext functors belonging 
to the corresponding weak relative abelian structutes in the categories Ab(CG) wiU 
be denoted by Ext,,, . 
theorem 11.1. If 6‘ E Cr( T), A E Ab(TG ) ond 0 -+ A is (I cofibrafiwt, thpn 
ernA * Ext;,,(Z. A). 
To dispose first of the trivia1 point, it is clear that Z = ZT, the discrete group of inte- 
gers, is a relative projective in AM?, - , ti;t (RZ)A * Ex&,(Z, A) by Proposition 
8.2. 
By Theorem 6.3, the theorem will follow from the existence of e-effacements 
for extensions in vmA. But by Proposition 7.4 these will exist, 7 being Cartesian 
closed, as SO-I as there are &effacements. It will thus be sufficient to prove the fol- 
lowing. 
Lemma 11.2. Every A E Ab(CG) bus II B”um-effacement A + A’ in Ab(C&). 
This in turn is a consequence of results of Dold [2] and Steenrod [ IS]. 
Theorem t 1.3. A numerable principrrl bundle with contractible group is a product 
bundle. 
‘kornm t 1.4. If A E Ab(&) and 0 + A is a cofibmtion, then there is a morphism 
A -+ A’ in Ab(& ) such that A’ is a numembk principal A-bundle and A’, as a space, is 
ecintractible. 
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Theorem 11.4, to be sure, is nowhere stated in [ 151. A close examination of the 
argument for the main result there shows, however, that it proves also the assertion 
made here. 
12, Simplicial group extensions 
The category SS of simplicial sets is likewise complete, cocomplete and Cartesian 
closed. It may be invested with a number of Grothendieck topologies; one which es- 
pecially commends itself to attention is given by taking as coverings those {pi: Bi+B} 
SUCh that Ui qi(Bi) = B. 
The necessity follows from the fact that 
is a pullback, together with the fact that the functors X ++ Xq = SS(A , X’) are re- 
presentable. For ihe sufficiency, we observe that X/G has a covering w ose morph- x 
isms are of the form u : A4 -+X/G and that o*X + Acr always has a cross section. 
It follows that all diagrams G + H + H/G, where 6 is a normal sungroup, i.e. one 
in which Gq is normal in Hq for all (I, are extensions. In particular Ab(!%S) and, for 
all groups G, Ab(S&) are abelian categories, and the weak relative abelian structure 
induced by the bundle theory coincide9 with the usual abelian structure. It is easy to 
see that all of these categories satisfy Grothendieck’s axiom ABS. 
The forgetful functor Ab( ss) + SS has a coadjoint F, where (FX), is the free 
abelian group generated by Xq. Since .[A,) generates SS, {FAq} generates Ab(%) 
and thus Ab(ss) has enough injectives. Since F clearly preserves monomorphisms. 
every injective of Ab(SS) is, as a simplicial set, contractible. 
Furthermore the forgetful functors Ab(SSG) + Ab(SS) have not only the adjoints 
[G, - 1, but also coadjoints I’ given by (C‘A )y = A, 6x2 ZC, where ZC$ is the group 
ring of Gq. Since these are exact, the forgetful functors preserve injectives. We may 
sum up as follows. 
LRmma 12.3. If G E Gr(SS), thcrt Ab(S!$; ) has emugh irljtvfiws, arid euch irrjectirv 
is wntw;*tib/e as a sirnp~icial spai??. 
We record next a familiar fact about simplicial bundles, analogous to Theorem 
1 I .3 fur spaces. 
Thus if A E Ab(!&; ), then an E-effacement may be constructed by imbcdding A 
m an ir\jective ,4’. and then mapping A’ into IL’, A’). But in fact A’, being injjectivc, 
is 3 retract of [G, A’], so that A -+ A’ is already an &effacement. In view of Theorem 
6.3. then, we can make the following assertion, remarking first that 2 = 2s~ r= fi&) 
is yrc>jective in Ah(C). 
nlesrenr 12.5. ff C E Gr(SS) artd A E Ab(S&$, thor &A * Ext 2{2!L, .4 ). 
111. &algebras 
13. Coalgebras and Hopf algebm. 
Throughout Part Ill, we shall adopt the folllowmg conventions. V is the category 
of vector spacts crver afield k; the subcategory of finite-dimensional spaces in V,,. 
The fensor prr,duc t sa is taken over C:C 7. _;J. C denotes the category of cllmmu tative 
coalgebras over k, r.e., of vector spaces V supplied with a eomultiplication 
bV: V -+ V s V and 3 ct>uIlit uF : V + k satisfying the usual associativity, cltrnimuta- 
tivity and counit conditions. & is the full subcategory of C containing the coalgebras 
whose underlying vector sp;lces are finite-dimensic^rnal. It is dual to the category A, 
of finite-dimensional ccjmmutative algebras over k, under the duality IJ’ + VO( V, k) oi 
We shall next list a sequence pf facts about C. These are mostly to be found in the 
standard literature on the subject, thoug71 often in slightly different form. Many are 
more or less obvious. Occasionally we shall give some indication of proof. 
(13.1) The forgetful functor C *V preserves and creates colimits and equalizers. 
(13.t) The product z/X IV in C has the underlying vector space V ~9 W, with the crrmul- 
tiplication 
and the obvious counit. Thus C is procartesian. 
( 13.3) c is cocomplete and finitely complete. Epimorphisms in C arc surjective. 
( 13.4) Each k’ E C,, is small. i.e.. (‘( V. - 1 preserves coproducts. 
( 13.5) The finite-dimensional subccalgebras of af:y V E C form an increasing system 
whose colimit. which is also their union, is ?C 
( I3.h) Thus C,, generates C. 
(13.7) Thus, hv the special sdjoint functor theorem, every limit-preserving functor 
CUP -+ s is repkentable, and indeed (3 is equivatent o the category of functors 
w + S which preserve finite limits. 
(13.8) In particular. C is cornpfete and cartosian closed. It is not difticult, but tedious, 
to gve an explicit wmt~uctim of [ V, WI. We shall not need it, and will omit it here. 
It is worth noting that C,is not closed subcategory. 
(I 3.9) bhry sodpbra contains a minimal subcoalgebra, which is a cofield, i.e., the 
duai of a finite field extension ofk. The coproduct of the minimal subcoalgebras is 
called the mradhxl of the ctralgebra. A coalgebra is I~cal if its coradical is a cofield. 
( 13. IQ) Every coaigcbta is rn a unique way a coproduct of local coalgebras. If V is 
local, any morphism d;’ -+ 1~’ factors through some Eozal summand of W. More gener- 
ally, if f’: t’ + lliI$ with I$ local then V has a unique decomposition V = [I+$ with 
flVj)C I’:‘. 
Groups in C are called Mpf dgebms. The older terminology extends thb usage 
to monoids in C; we follow Sweedfer in adopting the more restrictive convention. 
Thus Gr(C) is the category of Hopf algebras over k and Ah(C) the category of coma 
mutative kiopf algebras. 
f 13- 11) If V E C and It) E Q(C), then V( I/, IV) has an associative multiplication 
(q, $) -+g*J/. where q*$ is the composition 
(13. f 2) if X is a monoid in C and X is local, then X is a Hopf algebra. For ifs = 
lx - uxvx E V(X, Xj, where ux is &he unit of X, then all but finitely many of the 
terms of the series 1, -- 9 + (p*q -_ q.q*q + . . . vanish on each x E X. Thus OS = 
x .- $Xx + ($q7)X -- . . . de!%es c E V(X, A’), which is an inverse morphism for X. 
(13.13) If G E Cr(C), then G, , the local subcoalgebra containing the unit, is a normal 
subgroup of G, Further, the group ring k(C(k, G)) operates on Ct. If k is algebrarcally 
closed, then G is isomorphic to the semidirect product C, + k(C(k, 0)). 
( 13.14) If k is algebraically closed and A’ is a monoid in C, then X is a Hopf algebra 
if and only if C(k, Xj is a group. 
14. Comodules and cotensot products 
If A’ E C, we denote by N(X) the category of X-c~lntr~AZe~, i.e., vector spaces I7 
equipped with a co-operation X : ii -+ X x I’satisfying the usual associativity and 
counit conditions. The full subcategory of finite-dimensional V is &&I”). 
(14.1) f+,/(x) is an abelian categcry. The forgetful functor N(X) -+ v preserves, reflects 
and creates timits and c&nits, and has the adjoint I/’ -+ X 8 Y, the CWX&CI co~o- 
&r/c functor. Each extended como&rle is injective. and they provide enough injec- 
tivcs in N(X). 
( \4.3 J’llc finite-dimensional subcomodules of any W E N(AV) are an increasing sys- 
tcm whose union is W. 
( 14.3) If WE !~,,(A’), then h’E:‘N,,( Y) for some fimtp-dimensional subcoslgebra Y of 
X. Thus qu(X) z lJNo( U) when Y ranges over f~nitc-din~ensional subcoalgebras of X. 
( 14.4) If YE Co, then &( Y) is dual to the category c.)f inite-dimensional modules 
over the algebra V( Y, k), the duality being given by W -+ V( IV, k ). 
(14.5) For my XE c. $$I1') is self=tiual under W-+V(h’, k) = W*, where IV* has the 
co-operation 
where Y C X is a finite-dimensional coalgebra such that W EN( Y). 
A* =&A. lk) :(Y '45 il')* = I+'" 8 y+ -+ Iv" 
and - denotes the adjointness i omorphism 
(14.6) CI y preserves finite limits and directed colimits in each variable. i 
(14.8) Thus (using(l4.2)) WE N(X) is mjective if and only if - oxWis exact. In parti- 
cular. - ox (X 8 v) * - 52 V is, of course, exact. 
The functor rb : [C, X) -+ N(X) takes$: Y -+ X into the uomodule with underlying 
space Y and co-operation 
Y-*YQY 
f@ly 
------+X@Y. 
(14.9) II preserves colimits and takes products in (C, X), i.e. pullbacks in C, into co- 
tensor produds in N(X). 
( 14.10) (Nakayama Lemma) if Xu is the coradical of X E C and 0 # W E N(X), then 
x I+” # 0. Thus x, C3x - reflects monomorphisms. This reduces by (14.6) to the 
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finite-dimensional cast and by ( 14.4) to the familiar theorem for finite-dimensional 
afgcbras and modules. 
( 14.1 1 ) If X is local and I+’ E N(X) is injective, then there is an epimorphism 
9 : IV i b’ in V such that the composition IV + X ~b W -+ X e3 I/ is an isomorphism in 
NIX). lf X is a cofield, this is a triviality, In general, et X0 be the coradical of Xand 
let p : Cc’-+ k’,, ux W be a left inverse in V of X0 u,W -+ X o,W = W. Choose 
P[, 1 X(, a$+ -, V so that X0 iz$V -+ Xr, Q (X0 uLyIV) -+ X0 9 Vis an isomorphism 
in N(X($ and set 9 = qOp. 
( 14.12) 1 f X is lx-al, V and IV C Ii’ are injectives in N(X) and j: X -+ V is a monomor- 
phism. then &&-,) f~ W # 0 implies i(X) C IV. This follows from (14.10) applied to 
the c’omposition X -4 V --* V&‘. 
(l4.l.i) IiX is local andl’: X ~4 IV-+X 2=; V is a monomorphism in N(X), then 
is a pullbak This f&lows t‘rctm the left exactness of - c. x M. 
( 1d.M) (Exchsngc Lemma) IfX is kocal and It’C X s V is injcctivc in N(X), then 
there is a P” C V in V such that ,I’ G+ V= Cc’ !.s (X 8 b”). For if v is a max!mal sub- 
space such that It! n (S .S 1”) = 0, then ( 14. ! 3), ( 14.14) imply the conclusion. 
(14.15) Thus iff: X ~4 c/’ + X .I”, I+’ is a monomorphism in N(X), there is an cpimorl 
phism $ : kc’ + C’ in V such that ( I dr 6;3 s)f: X 3 V a X a V. 
t 5. The sujective-injective topology id 
We begin with some applications of the observations of Section 14. 
Proposition 15.1. The fijrgPtfu/ functcv C -+ V ptmm=ws monornorplrisnts. 
WC must show that a monomorphism Y -+ X in C is injcctivc. Without loss of genetal- 
ity we may suppose that it is surjcctive. Furthermore, since enlarging the ground Geld 
preserves and reflects monomorphisms in both C and V, we may assume that k is ;Ilge- 
braically closed. By (13.10) we need only consider the case in which X is local and 
by ( 14. IO), finally, it is enough to suppose that X is a cofield, i.e., X = k. But then 
the result is evident. 
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Lemma t 5.2. If X = I Ji Xi it1 C with each X” IwuI and f : Y + X irt C mukes Y an in- 
jective X-conwdule then there ate vector spuces 5 in V and un iwmnrphism 
9 1 II,Xj 33 Vj * Yin N(X). 
This foLlows at once from ( 14.1 I). Notice that f;F = LlfJ xi s &j, where 
$j= Ix.u~~*: Vj+k* 
We deduce immediately ali but the last of the following statements. 
Proposition 15.3. Suppnse f : Y -+ X mukes Y an in#ctice X-cwtoduie~ Then: 
(i ) f is cojbt, i.e., f * : (C, X) -+ (C, y) preserves c0liniits; 
(ii) fiJt any g : X’ + X, g*f : g* Y + A” makes g* Y a)7 injectiwe x’-cumodu&. 
[f ftvthem&e f is wjective, the17 
(iri ) f + is faithful (und thus wjlects isomorphisms); 
(iv)g*f is i&0 sutiective. f0t any g : x’ -+ X; 
(v) f is ejfective, i P., X is the cnequalixt of the kernel pit ofI: 
For the last statement WC may, evidenldy, suppose that X is hxal and that as a co- 
moduic Y= X B Vwith/= 1, B qforg: If -+ k. Then the kernel pair off is given 
by the diagram 
1+7@1 v 
in N(X). But 
is z. coequaiizsr in V, hence also its tensor product with X. 
Our principal result here is just a translation of this proposition. 
Theorem 15.4. The collection of singietons u: Y + X) in C such that f is subjective 
md makes Y an injective X-comodule is an effective cujbt ptetq&og-y in C. 
We denote this pretopology by P and refer to the Grothendieck topology it defines 
as the swjective-injective topology in e. 
If v: Y + X} is a covering in P, it follows at once from Emma 15.2 that there is 
a morphism u : X + Y in A!(X) such that fu = iix. We shall call such a u a comodde 
section off. If g : X’ -+ X is a monomorphism, then a comoduie section of prestricts 
to one ofi*f. Referring again to Lemma 15.2, we may prove a slightly stronger esult. 
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Lemma 15.S. /f j : x’ -+ X is a monomorphism in C aud cf‘: Y -+ X) is a covering in P, 
then ~n_v ~omodule section ofj+f‘cxtends to a comodule sectiorl off: 
16. Bundle theory in C 
The understanding of the Steenrod bundle theory Bp associated with the surjec- 
tive-injective topology in the category C depends on the following fundamental 
theorem. 
This is closely related to, but not contained in, a result of Moore and Milnor (10). 
It is, on the other hand. a special case of a theorem of Gabriel (41. Since the argument 
of (41 is long and not easily accessible to non-spcciahsts, and since our more restric- 
tive hypotheses permit considerable abridgement, we include a proof here. 
Enlargement of the ground field preserves products and monomorphisms. It also 
preserves cotensor products and reflects epimorphisms, o that by ( 14.8) it reflects 
injectivity of comodules. Thus we may suppose without loss of generality that k is 
algebraically closed. 
If X/C = I.lLQ with each B’ local, then X = II Xi with Xi + $. Each ,yi is clearly 
invariant under C, and Xi/G = Bj. We may accordmgly restrict our attention to the 
case in which X/G is local. 
In this case, the group C(k, C) operates freely and transitively on the set C(k. X) 
which, since k is algebraicahy closed, may be identified as :he set of local components 
of X. By (13.13) G is the semi-direct product of a local normal subgroup G, and the 
group algebra k C(k,,G). If Xi is a local component of X, then, again since k is alge- 
braically closed, XiXU, is local and thus Xi is invariant under the action of G, . 
Cfearly the canonical morphisms Xi/G1 + X/G are all isomorphisms. Thus we may 
make d final reduction, to the case in which X and G are local. 
The diagram 
XXG 
(2: prx’ 
-.l_----__+ xxx 
commutes, o that ([ prx) is arxxphism in (C, X). Furthermore, XXG LA’ is 
clearly isomorphic to XXG --+X in that category. Thus by ( 14.15) there is an 
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Hctre ~1 IS the multiplicatlun of G and u its counit; Tin each case represents an appro- 
p~~i;l:e transposition. 
This diagrsm lies ir, A’~x,/G), when each object is given the co-operation of X/G 
coming from the first factor. Furthermore, it commutes with either the upper or the 
Io~Wer a rows con the left of each row. Finally, the compositions in the two left-hand 
4umns are isomorphisms: the center column is in fact just A, and the left-hand one 
ish CA,-. But the top and bottom rows are coequafizers. Thus the composition in 
the last column is also an isomorphism. This proves the first assertion of the theorem. 
IIae second follows at once from the fact that (X,/G C+ Gj ox~&‘C B G)= 
x/b’ z G ,tF? G. 
If G E Gr(C), then the multiphcation of C gives to its underlying vector space the: 
structure of a k-algebra. If X E CG, then the operation ,‘YXG + X turns the underly- 
ing vector space of X into a module over the underlying algebra of G (we shall say, 
simply. a G-module). We shall need below an observation on this G-module structure 
when X is a G-bundle. 
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In this case q : X + X/C has a comodule section Q. In V we may wnstruct the 
composition 
we observe that it is a homoniorphism of G-modules, and that it has its image in 
X FJ _r/i; X, the underlying comodulc of XXC. If T : iV -+ k’XG is the corresponding 
restriction, then & = 1,. 
Suppose further that f : G -+ A’ in B&j. Then by Lemma 15.5 the comodulc sec- 
tion of X-+ AF/G may be chosen to extend the unit k -+ G of G’. Since prc : XXG --* G 
is a morphism of G-modules, o also is pr,;r : X -+ G. But pr&‘is easily seen to be 
the identity map of G. 
17. Groups and modules in C 
Suppse G E Gr(C) and A is a subwalgebra of G’. Then the subalgebra of G gener- 
ated by A and ~4 9where 4 is the inverse morphism of G, is also a subcoalgebra, and 
thus a subgroup of G. 
The construction above provides the solution-set condition for the adjoint functor 
theorem, from which this follows. The coadjoints are. respectively, the free gwrtb 
func t or and the free abehim group func tar. 
brz~na 17.Z If f : C + II ira Gr(C) has a trivial kernel, then it is a monomorphism itI C 
and u fortion’ in Cr(C). 
For suppose 4, $ : W 4 G in C and /ia =fe. Then the image of $-l-q is annihilated 
by f, hence also the subgroup it generates. It follows that q = 9. 
Proposition 17.3. If f : G + H is Q monomorphism in Gr(C1, then H E BP(G). ff C is, 
f&her, u nurml subgroup, then it is the kernel of its cokemel. 
If y is the right translation by G on H, then Cy prH): HXC + HXH may be factored 
as 
lHxf (cr Ph) 
HXG -----I_+ HXN --HXH, 
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where p is the multiplication of H. But @ pr$ is an isomorphism in C, so that Cy pry) 
is a monomorphism. T’he rest follows from TJleorem 16.1 and Corullary 16.2. 
Lemma 17.4. If f*: G + ti irr Lr(C) is surjcctive, therr it is tha cokcmei ofwits kernel. 
Since G E &,(ker d’,, ker f maps onto the kernel of Cikerf + H, which is thus trivial. 
Thus by Lemma I7.2,:G/ker~‘* N. 
With this information in hand, a standard argument provides the proof of the fol- 
lowing notable theorem (cf. (4j 1. 
motern 17.5. Ab( c) is an abeliart cutegwy 
To this we may add the following observation. 
The forgetful functor .Qb(C) -+U preserves directed colimits and reflects monomorph- 
isms; this implies the first statement. The generators are provided by the free abelian 
group functor, applied to the set of finite-dimensional coalgebras. The rest follows 
from the well-known theorem of Grothendieck. 
CON&Q 17.7. If-G E G(C), thm Ab(CG) is ubeliurt and the rehtiue ube~iarr stmc- 
twc assmhd with BP mincides with the cunmical me, i.e., ull short exact sc34uen- 
ces we proper. Lath A E Ab( C,; ) CON IT imbedded in an injective. 
The forgetful functor L’ : Ab(CG) -+ Ah(C) preserves, reflects and creates finite limits 
and c&nits. This implies the first statement and, with Proposition 17.3, the second 
as well. But U has the adjoint [C, l 1 I which, since U is exact, preserves injectives. Thus 
if A E Ab(CG) and UA + E embeds UA in an injective E of Ah(c), the composition 
A + [G, UA j --* [G. Ef imbeds A in an injeutive of Ab(CG ). 
18. Group extensiorrs over coalgehs 
We shall show that all &-extensions are effaceable, so that the transduction theo- 
rem may be employed to classify these extensions. 
From the adjoint functor theorem we may easily deduce the following statement. 
We shall also write A + F’X for the value of F,4 on X E CA. 
The following lemma is of central importance. Its proof, which is somewhat round- 
about, will be deferred to Section 19. 
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Lemma 18.2. If X E &(A ), then A + FAX is II monomorphism. 
This leads at once to the following result, 
Theorem 18.3. If Q E Ah(C) is injective, then e~ry Q-bundie spitits, i.e., BP(Q) = 
B”(Q). 77~s any monamorphism A + Q is (;I Bp-effacemerrt artd all A E Ah(C) have 
&effacements. 
The junction X + FAX is a morphism in CA ; thus by Corollary 2.4, A + FAX effaces 
X E &(A). But A -+ Q factors as A -+ FAX + Q. 
Let us suppose now that G E G(C). We have seen that. Ab(C,;) is abclian with 
enough injcc tivcs. 
Proposition 18.4. rf’Q Er‘ Ab(C,) is injectire, therj Et;(Q) = 0. 
It is sufficient to consider the case Q = [G, Q0 1, with Q. injectivc in Ah(C), since 
any injcctive is a retract of one of these. But by Proposition 10.4 and Theorem 18.3, 
any Q-bundle is trivial. The conclusion now follows from Proposition 7.4. since, on 
the one hand, Q --, fG* Q] is an effacement, while on the other, Q being injcctivc, it 
splits. 
We may now record our principal result on extensions cf Hopf algebras. 
Tkcr zrn 18.5. If G is u gm~p in the categor)r c of cvmmutatiire coalgebms over a 
field. then the ex tePrsion ckss func tor EG : Ab(CG ) -+ Ab is isomophic to RZ, where 
ZA is the group of crossed homomorphisms G + A. 
If k is algebraically closed, we may. in view of the results of Section 8, restate this 
theorem in an aiterrkatc form. We observe that 2~ is the group Hopf algebra k[& r-l]; 
given the trivial opration of G, this is a G-module in C. 
Corollary 18.6. if the field is algebmktlly closed, then & a Ext2(Zc, - ). 
19. Proof of Lemma 18.2 
L,ct us write A for the category of commutative k-algebras. Then for A E A, 
(A, A) is the category of commutative A-algebras. The forgetful functor (A, A) 
i Mod(A), where Mod(A) is the category of A-modules, has as its coadjoint the sym- 
metric algebra functor ZZA : Mod(A) + (A, A). 
Analqgmiy, the forgetful functor (A, A) + (A, Mod(A)) has as its coadjo?t the 
educed sywunetric algebm finc?or Si : (A, Mod(A)) + (A, A), where S> (A -+ x) 
is the coequalizer in A of A 3 SAX, where one morphism is the canonical i 
of A in SAX and the other is SAfi 
Recalling that C is the category of commutative k-coalgebras, the category Ah(C) 
and the category Ah+(C) of commutative monoids in C coincide respectively with 
the categories of commutative cogroups and uomonoids in A. If A E Ah(C) and we 
permit ourselves to denote its underlying algebra by the same letter, then the oomulti- 
plica tion A + AE QD A is a morphism in A. Thus if X, X’ E Mod(A ), tht?n 
XcnK’sA~X~X’~A~A-*X~A~X’~A-*XgX’ 
makes X a X’ once more an A-module. Similarly, if E, E’ are rl-algeb;-as, then 
A --* n 8 A -+ I:’ ri; E’ makes E 4~ E’ an ‘4 -algebra. Thus a becomes a5ifunctor in 
each of the categories Mod(A), (A, A). 
if X E CA, then its comultiplication 6, : X -1) X B X is a morphism of the under- 
lying &module structures of X and X e X. Thus 
where j is the junction, is a morphism in Mod(A) and extends uniquely ttt a morph- 
ism a : SA X --c SA X jt SA X in (A, A). From the associativt:y of 6, we may deduce 
that of 6 ; 3 counit for S,, X may be constructed out of the criunit of X. Straightfor- 
ward checking ives the following result. 
The construction of the coreflection Ah’(C) -+ Ah(C), and thus of Fig , may now 
be carried out in the standard way by dividing E E Ah’(C) by the congruence gcner- 
ated by the diagonal of E X E. This would substitute for the proof of Lemma 18. I. 
We shall, however, urnit this development as not germane to our argument. 
In complete anLogy with Lemma 19. !9 t.ve obtain the “reduced” fiorrn of the ad= 
joint ncss. 
Now suppose A +X in &A). Then by Proposition 16.3 there is a retraction 
p : X -+ A in Mod(A ). The composition _ i 
A = S,:, A ----* s*> X
w 
------+S~A =A 
is i, . 
Lemma 19.3. If A + X irr E((. f ), therr A -+ S> X is a monomarphism. 
This is of Course the key to Lemma 18 2. We still need, however, a few mote 
lemmas. If X E Crl, the canonical morphism q : X +X/Agivcsnsc to~:s,X-+SR(X/A), 
the target being considered as an A-algebra via A + k. Similarly, for A -+ X in (A, CA)* 
we have T* : Si X + Si(X/A). 
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Subject to these identifications, 5 and 5’ become the canonical morphisms. 
NOtice thirst that the c~kernel of A -+ S”jI X in Ah’(C) has the same underlying CO- 
algebra s the arbi t space (S_4 X)/.4. But for Y E Ab+(.?) 
Ah+(C) (SA X/A, F-J = (/I, Ab+(C)j (S&Y, A -0 y) = c,cX, I’-) 
* C(X,X y) * Ah+(C) (&(X/A), y), 
with a sunilar argument for S> X. 
For then Y, YX Y, YX YX Y, .,. share this property, hence also their images in S; Y 
But these arc increasing and their union is Si Y. 
Since k is algebraically &sed, C(,k, S/ix) -+ C(k. S(t(XjA)) is surjective. Its kernel is 
c(k, A ). But S,&I&I ) is a group by Lemma 195 and ( 13.12). Thus C(k.‘.S’iXJ is a 
group. and the cunclusiun follows from [ t 3.14). 
For X = lUiXi with X&4 ccjnnected. Thus by Corollary 2.4 and Lemma 19.6, A + $iX’ 
effaces XJ and the coproduct in (A, Ab(C)j effaces X. 
We may now proceed to the proof of Lemma 18.2. Suppose first that k is a@- 
btaicitlly closed. If X E &it ) and A + A is an effacement for X, then there is a morph- 
ism X + k in ($ , hence alscl FAX -+ d in (A, Ah(C)). Thus A -+ FAX is a monomorph- 
ism. 
The general case fdluws at once, since extension of the ground field preserves all 
our constructions and reflects monomorphisms in Ah(C). 
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